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               “Creating Global heads with hearts” 

               PLANNER OF THE MONTH- NOVEMBER 

                           SESSION- 2016-2017 
    CLASS- NURSERY 

GENERAL AWARENESS ON OUR HELPERS 
 

 POLICE OFFICER –Police Officer Teaches people about law and ensure public security. 

 CARPENTER- Carpenter works with natural wood to build things. They use hand tools such as 
hammer, tape measure, chalk line, carpenter’s pencil, utility knife, nail puller, speed square, 
levels, wood chisel and screw drivers. They also use electronic tools such as power drills. 

 ELECTRICIAN- An electrician works with electricity. He works with wires and electrical appliances 
like Fan, lights, TV, fridge etc. 

 DOCTOR – A doctor takes care of people‘s health by giving checkups and helping sick or injured 
patients. Doctors use a stethoscope to listen to a patient's heartbeat. 

 DENTIST- A dentist clean germs and fix cavities on your tooth. They use tools like-Dental mirror, 
mouth prop, cheek retractor, Tongue retractor and local anesthesia. 

 BAKER- Baker bakes bread, cakes, and pizzas.  

 SWEEPER- A sweeper help us to keep our school, society etc clean .He/She use a broom or 
vaccum trucks  to sweep waste, dust etc. 

 TAILOR- A tailor stitches new clothes for us. He uses a measuring tape, scissors, and a sewing 
machine for sewing clothes. 

 GARDENER- A Gardeners works in the gardens. They grow plants. They use tools like watering 
cans, axe and shovels. 

 FIRE FIGHTER- Fire fighters fight with fires. They help our community by saving people from 
dangerous fires. 

 NURSE- A nurse helps people when they are sick or hurt.  

 TEACHER- A teacher is the future maker of a nation. Teacher helps children to learn. 

 Driver- A person whose job is to drive a vehicle such as a taxi, truck, bus or car.  

 Plumber- A person who installs and repairs piping, fixtures, appliances in connection with the 
water supply, drainage systems, etc., both in and out of buildings. 

 Engineer, Architect and Labors- These persons develop infrastructure of the nation. They 
constructs homes to live in as well as all buildings like offices to work, school and colleges to 
read, malls for shopping and mega structures like bridges to travel and stadiums to play and 
dams to generate electricity etc.  

 Soldier- Soldiers from Air-force, Army and Naval forces secure our nation from external enemies 
of our country. A soldier is always ready to scarifice his life for his nation. 

 Lawyer- A lawyer is a professional who is qualified to offer advice about the law or represent 
someone in legal matters 

 Community Helpers   -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dCe6kWYFvk 
 

 

 Project of the Month- Sources of energy 

 Solar Energy 

 Water Energy 

 Wind Energy 

 Bio-Mass Energy 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dCe6kWYFvk


 

 PEER INTERACTION 

 Children’s day is also known as Bal Divas. 

 14 of November is the birth date of the first Indian Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal 

Nehru.  

 It is celebrated every year on 14 of November to increase the awareness of people towards 

the rights, care and education of children. 

 Guru Nanak Jayanti, celebrates the birth of the first Sikh Guru, Guru Nanak. This is one of 

the most sacred festivals in Sikhism.  

Academics and Activities 

ENGLISH: (WRITTEN) 

* Revision of capital and small letters- Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt 
*Introduction of capital and small letters- Uu, Vv, Ww, Xx 
ORAL 
*Correlate the letters with lines           
 *Phonic Sounds                     
 *Recognition of letters (Uu, Vv, Ww, Xx) 
MATHS:(WRITTEN) 
*Revision of numbers 31-40 
*Introduction of pre number concepts- few  and many 
*Introduction of numbers 41-50 
ORAL 
*Comparison between few  and many  
*Counting 1-50 and recognition of numbers 
HINDI: (WRITTEN) 

*Revision of swars ] } 

*Introduction of swars  e eo 

ORAL 
*Correlate the swar with lines 
*Swar sounds 
*Recognition of swars 
EVS 
*Introduction of concept-Plant and Animal (Topic-Plant) 
*Introduction of colours-Purple and Grey 
*Introduction of shape- Oval 
ART and CRAFT 

 Colour the picture. 

Activities : 
 Making of Animal face with bottle cap        -      4 November 

 Pizza Baking Days                                             -      7 to 10 November 

 Craft Activity on Children’s Day                    -     11 November 

 Role Play on ‘our helpers’  competition      -     23 November 

 Educational Excursion                                    -      29 November 

 Birthday Celebration                                      -      30 November 
 

Rhymes 

 Horshey Horshey  rhyme from book My book of story and rhymes page number-64 
 
Story 

 KrgaaoSa AaOr kCuAa story from book My book of story and rhymes  page number-55 

 

 

 



 


